Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 12: Questions by Harvard Apples TOSSUPS
TOSSUP 1 He negotiated the release of Bobby Hall from North Korea in 1994. Since then
he's traded supplies for hostages in the Sudan and returned to North Korea to free Evan
Hunziker. For 10 points, name this man, former House Chief Deputy Whip and
Democratic representative from New Mexico, the new US Ambassador to the UN.
Answer: Bill_RICHARDSON_
TOSSUP 2 This Dutch explorer's most famous voyage came in 1642-43, when he became
the first European discoverer of Tonga and Fiji. While proving that Australia was not
attached to the polar continent, he discovered Van Dieman's Land. FTP, name the man
whose name later became attached to this island.
Answer: Abel Janszoon _TASMAN_
TOSSUP 3 The most famous couplet is followed by the poet's desire to have "Thou Beside
me singing in the Wilderness." One wonders how the poet could then concentrate on
reading his "Book of Verse." FTP, name this eleventh century work, whose author also
desires "A Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough" and "A Flask of Wine."
Answer: _RUBAIYAT_
TOSSUP 4 This guard currently plays for the Nuggets, although he's a journeyman who
played briefly for the Sonies and Kings. He owns two Olympic bronze medals and broke
into the NBA with the Golden State Warriors. FTP, name him, the first Lithuanian to
succeed in the NBA.
Answer: Sarunas _MARCIULIONIS_ (marshal-OWN-iss)
TOSSUP 5 In algebra, given a group homomorphism from G to H, this is defined as the
set of elements in G which are mapped to the identity in H. In UNIX parlance, it can refer
to the primary operating system process. To Orville Redenbacher, an unpopped one is
wasted. FTP identify this term which can refer to the central part of a seed or nut.
Answer: _KERNEL_
TOSSUP 6 After Cronus' fall, she was one of the few Titans to retain her power, holding
triple reign over Olympus, earth, and the underworld. In later days shrines were erected to
her at triviums, eaming her the Roman appellation Trivia. FTP, give the Greek name of the
goddess who is usually depicted as three women with their backs to one another holding
keys, torches, or snakes.
Answer: _HEKATE_ [prompt on Hecuba or Trivia]
TOSSUP 7 Slightly larger than Alaska and home to almost 2112 million people, this
landlocked country became Communist in 1924. In the late 1980s, a pundit suggested in
jest that the U.S. donate to it a bugged embassy in Moscow, as a gesture of good faith to a
nation surrounded by two other superpowers. Ulan Bator is the capital of, FTP, what
Asian country?
Answer: _MONGOLIA_

TOSSUP 8 "The piano is like money: it's enjoyable only for those who know how to use
it." So spoke a Parisian salon pianist, infamous for indicating on the score of his short
piano piece, "Vexations," that it should be repeated 840 times. FfP, identify this eccentric
turn-of-the-century composer, best known for his "Three Gymnopedies."
Answer: Elik _SATIE_
TOSSUP 9 This two-word phrase labels the idea that traditional macro-economic thought
needs reevaluation because businesses, workers, and consumers are too smart to be
repeatedly manipulated. FTP, what theory won University of Chicago professor Robert
Lucas Jr. a Nobel Pdze in 1995?
Answer: _RATIONAL EXPECTATIONS_
TOSSUP 10 James was vice-president to William Howard Taft. Roger was a signer of
both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. John served thirty-six years as
an Ohio senator and authored the Silver Purchase Act which shares, FTP, this notable
surname of Amedcan history associated with antitrust legislation.

TOSSUP 11 Legend has it that his master let all servants contribute to a Morocco-bound
ship. He had only a cat, but when that cat dd Morocco of mice, the king bought that feline
at a fabulous price. For ten points, what three-time mayor of London used that money to
do business?
Answer: Richard (Dick) _WHITTINGTON_
TOSSUP 12 The phenomenon was first reported in 1861, when a parchment membrane
was used to separate sucrose from gum arabic. It is the separation of dissolved substances,
especially large molecules from small molecules, using the semipenneability of some
membranes. FTP, what process isn't just for kidneys?
Answer: _DIALYSIS_
TOSSUP 13 In Super Bowl 9, this quarterback was sacked for the first safety in Super
Bowl history. He set many career passing records but is probably best remembered as the
first quarterback to lose 4 Super Bowls. FTP, who is this fonner Giant and Viking?
Answer: Fran _TARKENTON_
TOSSUP 14 It's no Chicago, but it's motto may well have been "vote early and often," as
its September presidential elections produced a suspiciously high turnout of 120 percent.
FTP, name this troubled European country, where Momcilo Krajsnik {KRAHZH-nik}
was narrowly defeated by Alia lzetbegovic. {it-zet-buh-GO-vich}
Answer: _BOSNIA_-Herzogovnia
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TOSSUP 15 I his ess . on the Laocoon sculpture, the Gennan scholar Gotthold Lessing
compared a famous lterary account of the mythological figure's death with the statue itself,
and, by setting up art and poetry as functional opponents, founded, FfP, what branch of
philosophy dealing with alt?

~
.

Answer: _ESTHETICS_
TOSSUP 16 This prehistoric European culture spread copper metallurgy around the
continent dUling the third millennium B.C. It took its name from the pottery drinking
vessels they decorated with zones of linear Ol11ament. FIP, name this culture, which shares
its name with the faithful assistant of Dr. Bunsen Honeydew.
Answer: the _BEAKER_ culture
TOSSUP 17 In Arabic this city is called EI-Kuds, "The Holy". EI Salvador and Costa Rica
maintain embassies there, even though a 1980 UN Security Council resolution forbids it.
FTP, what city was reunified in 1967 and claimed by Israel as its etel11al capital?
Answer: _JERUSALEM_
TOSSUP 18 This play was a favorite of Bertrand Russell, and is discussed in Lionel
Trilling's "Of This Time, of That Place." Its character of Pastor Manders served as its
author's revenge on the conservative religious authorities, but the entire play was his
revenge on moral convention. FIP, name this Ibsen play concel11ing the effects of venereal
disease.
Answer: _GHOSTS_
•
TOSSUP 19 It is milder than full-fledged depression, but its symptoms and bouts tend to
last longer, and those who have it usually suffer for life. FTP, what eight-letter word
describes a state of prolonged melancholy and aversion to the outside world?

Answer: _DYSTHMIA_ {dis-THEM-ee-yah}
TOSSUP 20 This is a two-player game in which stones are altel11ately placed on the
vertices of a rectangular glid. To win, you must either place five of your stones in a row or
capture five pairs of your opponent's stones. FIP, what is this Parker Brothers game
whose name in Greek means "five"?

TOSSUP 21 During a sea voyage to Europe in 1907, he went down to the ship's lowest
deck, where the poor passengers where located, and took a photograph entitled "The
Steerage." He ran the gallery "An American Place," in addition to publishing the journal
"Camera Work." Identify, FIP, this photographer famous for being the husband of
Georgia O'Keefe.
Answer: Alfred _STEIGLITZ_
TOSSUP 22 By the disarmament deadline at the end of January, General Victor Malu
stated that 23,000 of the 35,000 fighters in this' nation were disarmed. Elections in May
will feature civil war rivals Alhaji Krohma and Charles Taylor among the candidates. FTP,
wha t African nation was settled by US expatriates in the l800s?
Answer: _LIBERIA_
TOSSUP 23 In the 1940's, Samuel Cohen first made the calculations needed to produce
one, although this was never done. This small fusion device could be delivered by small
aircraft, or even by howitzer, and its blast effects would extend only about 300 meters from

the detonation point FTP, name this weapon which would leave buildings standing, but
kill people by emitting large amounts of radiation.
Answer: _NEUTRON BOMB_
TOSSUP 24 This early 20th century philosopher tried to avoid the so-called psychologism
of idea-based discussions of thought and rejected naturalistic approaches to the study of the
mind. FTP, name this professor at Freiburg, who was the founder of philosophical
anthropology, but is better known as the founder of phenomenology.
Answer: Edmund _HUSSERL_
TOSSUP 25 Mter years of brutal rule, the Shah of Iran was forced in 1979 to give up
power to the clergy-led opposition. One of the main causes of his downfall was his attempt
to reform traditional Iranian society with measures including sweeping land reform and
women's suffrage. For ten points, give the name of this proposal, patterned after a similar
one in Brazil.
Answer: _WHITE REVOLUTION_
TOSSUP 26 The author states that he took the title from men's room graffiti. Nick and
Honey get caught in the middle of a fight between history professor George and the college
president's daughter in, for ten points, what Edward Albee play?
Answer: _WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF_
TOSSUP 27 He holds the record for the most weeks ranked number 1 on the ATP tour. He
won 94 singles titles and 8 Grand Slam titles, the first of which he earned by rallying from
2 sets down to defeat John McEnroe in the 1984 French Open. FTP, name this originally
Czech tennis superstar who retired in December 1994.
Answer: Ivan _LENDL_
TOSSUP 28 This Briton, working for the British East India Company, in 1819 founded
the settlement once known in legend as Temasek and later known as Singapore. For ten
points, name this man whose name now adorns Singapore's poshest hotel.
Answer: Sir Thomas Stamford _RAFFLES_
TOSSUP 29 To a lawyer, this two-letter abbreviation refers to a form of staking claim to
property via open and notOlious enclosure or improvement over a statutory period. To a
high school student, it refers to especially challenging classes. To a journalist, it refers to a
wire service. FTP, what is it?
Answer: _AP_ (Note: Adverse Posession; Advanced Placement; Associated Press)
TOSSUP 30 For a quick ten points, what was the halftime score?
Answer: (Moderator check WI Scorekeeper)
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BONUS 1 (25 points) The following have little in common save that they are all historical
events that occurred on February 8.
1. <5 points> In 1910, William D. Boyce founded what organization for boys from eleven
to seventeen years of age?

Answer: The _BOY SCOUTS_ of America
2. <10 points> War was hell for this American general born on February 8, 1820.
A: William Tecumseh _SHERMAN_
3. <10 points> The last issue of this Amelican 'Periodical was published in 1969.
A: _SATURDAY EVENING POST_
BONUS 2 <20 points> Name the old stuff from Egypt FTPE. <10 points> Big news is
anticipated, as archaeologists work to finish clearing a large multichambered mausoleum
found in what bUlial place?
Answer: _V ALLEY OF THE KINGS_
<10 points> Researchers sent to investigate a grave near Siwa in the western desert
discounted the claim made by earlier archaeologists that this famous general inside.
Answer: _ALEXANDER THE GREAT_
BONUS 3 <30 points> "I'm okay, you're okay." Eric Berne originated, and Thomas
Hanis made popular, a psychological theory that evaluates the structure of social
interactions. For fifteen points, what two-word phrase describes it?
Answer: _TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS_
2. <15 points> In transactional analysis, what three roles correspond to Freud's Id, Ego,
and Superego (5 pts each)?
•
Answers: (in any order) _ADULT_; _PARENT_; and _CHILD_
BONUS 4 <25 points> Name these rivers of Europe from the cities they flow through.
1. <10 points> Avignon, Valence, Lyon, Geneva

2. <15 points> Toledo, Abrantes, Santarem, Lisbon
Answer: _TAGUS_
BONUS 5 <20 points>
Identify these poetic forms for 10 pts from the description and 5 from an example.

1. <10 points> Its five tercets and a quatrain are derived from only two rhymes, and its
first and third lines reoccur at regular intervals.

<5> Example: Dylan Thomas' "Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night"
Answer: _ VILLANELLE_ or _ VILLANELLA_
2. Invented by Arnauld Daniel, this 39-line blank verse form involves the permutation of
six end words, and ends with a three-line envoi.
<5> Examples: Sir Philip Sidney's "Ye Goatherd Gods" and John Ashbery's "The
Painter."
Answer: _SESTINA_
BONUS 6 <30> FfPE Identify the following about black holes which are not Calcutta.
Princeton physicist who disproved Oppenheimer's calculations about star implosion and
gave the black hole its name.
Answer: John Archibald _ WHEELER_
Scientist whose eponymous limit is 1.4 solar masses; at which or greater a star cannot
become a white dwarf.
Answer: Subrahmanyan _CHANDRASEKHAR_
Name of the likeliest black hole in our galaxy, the former star that is the subject of an
ongoing debate between Stephen Hawking and Kip Thome.
Answer: _CYGNUS X-I
BONUS 7 <30 points> Answer these questions about people involved in the recent Israeli
pull-out from Hebron for 10 points each.
1. <10 points> A former advisor to James Baker retained by Clinton, this man was the
primary negotiator in the Hebron accord.

Answer: Dennis B. _ROSS_
2. <10 points> In the wake of the ratification of the accord, this man, son of a former
Israeli PM and then Science Minister, resigned in protest.
Answer: Binyamin _BEGIN_ {BEG-in}
3. <10 points> A former general and current Defense Minister, this man, whose surname is
similar to that of an Atlanta Brave utility infielder, helped to fmalize the accord by
hammering out security and civil issues.
Answer: Yitzhak _MORDECHAI_
BONUS 8 <30> Identify the specific art movement to which the following artists belong:
1. <15> Jacopo da PontOlmo, Rosso Fiorentino, Parmigianino

Answer: _MANNERISM_
2. <15> Richard Hamilton, Magda Crodell McHale, Eduardo Paolozzi
Answer: English _POP ART_ or the _INDEPENDENT GROUP_
I

BONUS 9 (30 points) Given the following quotes from famous presidential speeches,
name the speaker.

1. <15> "Great White Father now calls you his brother."
Answer: Woodrow _ WILSON_
2. <15> "We find ourselves reaching for the moon but falling into raucous discourse on
earth."
Answer: Richard Milhaus _NIXON_
BONUS 9 <25 points> Although not precisely a religion, Humanism also has its "saints."
Name these figures, canonized as the Amelican Humanist Association's "Humanists of the
Year."

1. <10> This Oxford biologist was named Humanist of the Year in 1996, a year in which
he unselfishly graced the cover of "Wired."
Answer: Richard _DAWKINS_
2. <10> This third-party presidential candidate, ex-governor, and euthenasia advocate was
1993's.
Answer: Dick _LAMM_
3. <5> This baby-doctor and sometime presidential candidate was 1968's.
Answer: Dr. Benjamin _SPOCK_
BONUS 10 <30 points> For the stated number of points, who wrote these "Death" works?

1. For 5 points, Death Comes for the Archbishop Answer: Willa _CATHER_
2. FTP, The Death of Ivan llyich Answer: Leo _TOLSTOY_
3. For 15 points, The Death Notebooks Answer: Anne _SEXTON_
BONUS 11 <30 points> For 10 points each, name these bad Major League acquisitions.

1. After a break-through year with the 1989 Red Sox, he signed with Atlanta, only to
suffer from career-ending veltigo.
Answer: Nick _ESASKY_
2. He came down with a bad back ShOltly after the Astros traded him to Baltimore for Pete
Harnisch, Steve Finley and Curt Schilling.

Answer: Glenn _DA VIS_
BONUS 12 <30 points> 30-20-10. Identify the Trojan War character from the following
clues:
30. This descendant of Poseidon resides on the island Euboea [u-BE-a].
20. His father Nauplius would later avenge his premature death by lighting false fires
which led a fleet of Greek ships to their destruction.
10. Crafty Odysseus engineered a plot to frame him as a traitor by forging a note
establishing a connection with the Trojan king Priam .

•

Answer: _PALAMEDES_
BONUS 13 <30> FTP, what seven-letter root word describes the movement of large
particles across cell membranes? Answer: _CYTOSIS_
Two terms are used to refer to cytosis, depending on whether the cell engulfs liguid or
macromolecules. FTPE, name these two types of cytosis. Answer: _PINOCYTOSIS_ and
_PHAGOCYTOSIS_
BONUS 14 <30> Identify the composer from the piano sonata, FTPE:
1. His Opus 57 in f minor, "Appassionata" Answer: Ludwig van _BEETHOVEN_

2. "Sonata Apres une lecture de Dante" [ap-Pray ... DAWN-tay] Answer: Franz
_LISZT_
3. "Fred the Cat" Answer: Alan _HOVHANESS_
BONUS 15 <30 points> Answer these questions about famous historical trees for 15
points each.
1. <15 points> This tree was used to hide Connecticut's charter from a representative of
James II, who wanted to form the Dominion of New England.

Answer: The _CHARTER OAK_
2. <15 points> Under this tree in the village of Bodh Gaya, the Buddha found
enlightenment.
Answer: The _PIPAL_ tree, or the _BODHC tree
BONUS 16 <30 points> Identify the British city from the musical groups it spawned for
15 points each.
<15 points> This port city spawned the tlip-hop scene, producing Massive Attack,
Portishead and Tricky.
Answer: _BRISTOL_

<15 points> This industrial city had its own "sound" in the '80s. Major groups include the
Stone Roses, the Inspiral Carpets and the Smiths.
Answer: _MANCHESTER_
BONUS 17 <30 points>. For ten points each, name the Canterbury Tale.

1. <10 points> This tale solves the problem of the "Marriage Group" by proposing that the
husband and wife submit to each other's will. Natural Magic, nobility, and theodicy all
playa role.
Answer: The _FRANKLIN'S_ Tale.
2. <10 points> This fable contains a debate on the prophetic value of dreams, and also
warns the reader not to take the poet too seriously.
Answer: The _NUN'S PRIEST'S_ Tale.
3. This scurrilous tale shows the devolution of romance, describing the seedy side of
London and quiting the theme of love begun in the Knight's Tale.
Answer: The _COOK'S_ Tale.
BONUS 18 <20 points> With the election of Susan Collins to the United States Senate in
1996, two states now have two woman senators representing them. For 5 points each,
name the two states, and their other three women senators.
Answer: _CALIFORNIA_ and _MAINE_;
and Dianne _FEINSTEIN_
BONUS 19 <20 points> Identify these *numerical* religious terms, FTPE.

1. In Islam, these include: affirming God and Muhammad, daily prayer, charity, pilgrimage
to Mecca and observing Ramadan.
Answer: _FIVE PILLARS_ of Islam
2. This consists of the steps to enlightenment as outlined by the Buddha.
Answer: The _EIGHTFOLD_ Way or Path
BONUS 20 <30> FTPE answer the following about the engineering of nuclear reactors.
These devices can be inserted into and removed from the core, and regulate fission by
absorbing neutrons. Answer: _CONTROL RODS_
This telm refers to an unwanted substance in the reactor, such as Xenon-135, which
absorbs neutrons and inhibits further fission. Answer: Reactor _POISON_
This is the telm for a substance which thelmalizes neutrons to increase their absorption
cross-section; it also describes me. Answer: _MODERATOR_
BONUS 21 <30 points> Answer these questions about Canadian conflicts with American
analogues FI5PE.

1. <15 points> This debate was a key issue in the 1896 federal elections. It concerned the
separation of church and state, as a min0I1ty of French- Canadian Catholics attempted to
retain government funding for bilingual religious education.
Answer: The _MANITOBA SCHOOLS QUESTION_
2. <15 points> About the same time U.S. Grant's administration was plagued by
scandals, Sir John Macdonald's government was toppled by charges that he had accepted
bribes to award a railroad contract. They were confirmed by a telegram reading "Send me
another ten thousand."
Answer: The _PACIFIC SCANDAL_
BONUS 22 The equator runs through six countries on the African mainland. Name them
F5PE.
ANSwer: _Congo, Gabon, Kenya, Somalia, Uganda, Zaire_
BONUS 23 <30>
Identify the artist who sculpted the following:

1. F5P, the ancient Doryphoros, or Spearbearer. Answer: _POLYKLEITOS_
2. FTP, the statue of Brutolommeo Colleoni, in Venice. Answer: Andrea del
_ VERROCCHIO_
3. FI5P, Pauline Bonaparte Borghese as Venus, a work from 1808. Answer: Antonio
_CANOVA_
BONUS 24 <25 points> How much do you know about the Kings during the Wars of
Religion in France?

1. <5 points> Who was King of France at the time of the fIrst four wars of religion?
Answer: _ Chru·les IX_
2. <10 points> For five points, name the brother of Charles IX that succeeded him to the
throne in 1574 only to be assassinated 15 years later by a fanatical Jesuit priest. For fIve
more points, name the royal house that ended with his death.
Answers: _Henri IIC and _V alois_
3. <10 points> For fIve points, name the king who succeeded Henri III. For a last fIve,
give the name of the royal house that he founded.
_Henri IV_ (accept _Henri de NavalTe_) and the house of _Bourbon_
BONUS 25 <25 points> Mter several months of pressure on this country over its
suspected holdings of $7 billion in Nazi gold, its ambassador to the US resigned over
comments that equated such pressure to war and his belief that those pushing the matter
could not be trusted. For 10 points, name the country involved in this scandal, and for 15
points name the diplomat who resigned.

Answers: _SWITERLAND_ or _CONFEDERATO HELVETICA_; and Carlo
_JAGMETTC
BONUS 26 <30 points>
How well do you remember Peter Pan? l. <5 points> For five points, who wrote it?
Answer: Sir James Matthew _BARRIE_
2. <10 Points> For 10 points, name the Darling family's dog. Answer: _NANA_
3. <15 Points> For five points each name the three Darling children. Answer: _WENDY_;
_MICHAEL_; and _JOHN_
BONUS 27 <30> Much to the chagrin of inexperienced question writers, three noble gases
were discovered by the same pair of scientists in the same year. FTPE give the year and
the scientists. Answer: _1898_; by William _RAMSAY_and Morris _TRAVERS_
BONUS 28 <30 points> l. <15 points> Identify the rock group from some of their song
titles, 15-5. <15-point clue> Does Everyone Stare, Dead End Job, Man in a Suitcase <5point clue> Murder by Numbers, Roxanne, Message In a Bottle
Answer: The _POLICE_
2. <15 points> Now, F5PE, name the three members of The Police.
Answers: Stewalt _COPELAND_; Andy _SUMMERS_; _STING_ (Also Accept: Gordon
_SUMNER_)
BONUS 29 <25 points> Answer the following questions about the musical_Rene for the
stated number of points.
l. <10 points> FTP, what creator of _Rene died of an aneurysm less than 48 hours before
it opened on Broadway?

Answer: Jonathan _LARSON_
2. <15 points> For 15 points if exact, or 5 poilJ.ts if within ten thousand, as the song
"Seasons of Love" con·ectly states, how many minutes are there in a non-Leap year?
Answer: _525,600_ ("five hundred twenty-five thousand six hundred") (5 points for
515,600-535,600)

